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The listed experimental approaches are largely complementary
in their advantages and limitations. While light microscopy can only
characterize a limited number of loci in a small number of cells, its
single-cell resolution makes it a preferred technology for character-
izing chromatin variability and dynamics [16]. Conversely, while
3C-based approaches provide high-resolution contact frequencies
for large genomic domains or entire genomes, they do not provide
information about individual cells. Instead, 3C measurements
report ensemble-averaged properties of genomic conformations in a
large population of cells (typically more than a million cells).

All of these techniques have helped to characterize intriguing
features of genome organization during interphase. We now know
that in human cells chromosomes occupy distinct chromosomal
territories [17] and are organized into alternating active and inactive
chromatin domains with many long-range interactions [13]. Most
importantly, these experimental techniques have demonstrated
that chromosomes adopt highly dynamic conformations related to
the functional state of their genes. The development of biophysical
models of higher-order chromatin architecture based on these new
data helps to elucidate the organizing principles of genomes and
constitutes, by itself, an emerging field of computational biology.

What Does Physics Tell Us?

Application of polymer physics to protein folding led to major
breakthroughs in understanding the mechanisms of folding [18,19]
and design principles of natural foldable proteins [18,20]. Statistical
mechanics of polymers has also been successfully applied to

characterize physical properties of DNA (e.g., [21–26]), but less so
to chromatin fibers and their organization into interphase and
metaphase chromosomes [13,27–29]. The availability of rich new
imaging and 3C-based data is clearly changing this trend.

In contrast to the majority of proteins that fold into unique
native conformations, a chromatin fiber is likely to have different
conformations in individual cells, forming an ensemble of
conformations. It remains to be seen how diverse this ensemble
is and, by analogy to protein folding, whether it resembles an
unfolded state of a protein or a transition state ensemble. One
drastic difference between proteins and chromatin is the length of
the polymer. While single protein domains have a ratio of length to
chain diameter of ,50–250 (that is, 50–250 amino acids), yeast
chromosomes yield the ratio of ,103–104 (that is, 200–1,500 Kb,
10 nm fiber diameter, 7 fold packing by nucleosomes) and ,105–
106 for human chromosomes (that is, 50–250 Mb). These extraor-
dinary long polymers cannot be organized into structures as
ordered as that of proteins, and presumably remain largely
disordered. The goal of the computational approach is to deter-
mine what sort of polymer models and interactions can generate
conformational ensembles that are consistent with experimental
data (Figure 3A). Experimental features that can be used to test the
model include contact probability obtained by 3C-based experi-
ments, the distribution of the spatial separation as a function of
genomic distance between two loci [29], formation of domains of
active and inactive chromatin, existence of chromosomal territo-
ries, etc. One can also seek models that reproduce experimentally
observed dynamics of chromosomal loci (e.g., displacement of a

Figure 2. Main approaches for studying genomic organization. Two of the most used approaches for experimentally determining features of
genome architecture. Light microscopy by fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) results in a measured spatial distance (R) (and its distribution in a
population of cells or its time course) as function of the genomic linear distance (s). Cell/molecular biology by chromosome conformation capture
(3C)-based approaches results in an estimation of the average frequency of contacts between parts of the chromatin in a population of cells.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002125.g002
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locus as a function of time [7] or upon gene activation [8,30]).
Finding an appropriate model involves representing chromatin as
a polymer and simulating its dynamics subject of physical
interactions (e.g., spatial and topological constraints, confinement,
and supercoiling) as well as biological interactions (e.g., specific
and non-specific interactions between chromosomal loci, and
nuclear lamina/matrix, among others).

Recent studies provide many examples of successful use of
polymer physics in describing chromosome architecture. A recent
study of the human chromatin using the Hi-C technique has shown
that statistics of long-range interactions are consistent with a long-
lived non-equilibrium state of a homopolymer emerging due to
rapid condensation, rather than with any particular equilibrium
state [13]. Approaching this problem using polymer physics can also
reveal the roles of excluded volume, chain entropy, confinement,
DNA supercoiling, and topological constraints in shaping the
conformational ensemble of chromatin. For example, recent studies
of short polymer rings suggested that topological constraints may be
sufficient for the maintenance of chromosomal territories in
eukaryotes [31,32]. Similarly, the entropy of the DNA chain was
suggested to be sufficient for segregation of chromosomes during

E. coli division [33]. A final example is that a quasi-linear organi-
zation of the circular E. coli chromosome was shown to be consistent
with a model where DNA supercoiling plays a central role [5]. Since
several alternative physical models may fit even the most data-rich
experiments equally well, follow-up experiments are required to
dissect alternative models.

What Can We Learn from Data Integration?

Data integration using computational approaches has already
proven useful in the determination of structures of large complexes
of proteins. In a landmark study addressing this problem, the Sali
Lab (University of California San Francisco) used the Integrative
Modeling Platform (IMP, http://www.integrativemodeling.org/),
a multi-scale and flexible computational framework based on the
satisfaction of spatial restraints [34]. In IMP, the problem of
determining a probabilistic map of all proteins in the nuclear pore
complex (NPC) was expressed as an optimization problem, where
all available experimental information was integrated and
represented as spatial restraints. The systematic integration of
the input information provided a more complete and detailed

Figure 3. Two computational approaches for determining the 3D structure of genomic domains and genomes. (A) The first approach
uses polymer models to simulate relevant interactions (both physical and biological) that explain experimental observations. (B) The second
approach integrates diverse experimental observations to model a conformational ensemble that satisfies the experimental observations.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002125.g003
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(12, 13). Interestingly, chromosome 18, which is
small but gene-poor, does not interact frequently
with the other small chromosomes; this agrees
with FISH studies showing that chromosome 18
tends to be located near the nuclear periphery (14).

We then zoomed in on individual chromo-
somes to explore whether there are chromosom-
al regions that preferentially associate with each
other. Because sequence proximity strongly in-
fluences contact probability, we defined a normal-

ized contact matrixM* by dividing each entry in
the contact matrix by the genome-wide average
contact probability for loci at that genomic dis-
tance (10). The normalized matrix shows many
large blocks of enriched and depleted interactions,
generating a plaid pattern (Fig. 3B). If two loci
(here 1-Mb regions) are nearby in space, we
reasoned that they will share neighbors and have
correlated interaction profiles. We therefore de-
fined a correlation matrix C in which cij is the

Pearson correlation between the ith row and jth
column of M*. This process dramatically sharp-
ened the plaid pattern (Fig. 3C); 71% of the result-
ing matrix entries represent statistically significant
correlations (P ≤ 0.05).

The plaid pattern suggests that each chromo-
some can be decomposed into two sets of loci
(arbitrarily labeled A and B) such that contacts
within each set are enriched and contacts between
sets are depleted.We partitioned each chromosome

Fig. 1. Overview of Hi-C. (A)
Cells are cross-linked with form-
aldehyde, resulting in covalent
links between spatially adjacent
chromatin segments (DNA frag-
ments shown in dark blue, red;
proteins, which canmediate such
interactions, are shown in light
blue and cyan). Chromatin is
digested with a restriction en-
zyme (here, HindIII; restriction
site marked by dashed line; see
inset), and the resulting sticky
ends are filled in with nucle-
otides, one of which is bio-
tinylated (purple dot). Ligation
is performed under extremely
dilute conditions to create chi-
meric molecules; the HindIII
site is lost and an NheI site is
created (inset). DNA is purified
and sheared. Biotinylated junc-
tions are isolated with strep-
tavidin beads and identified by
paired-end sequencing. (B) Hi-C
produces a genome-wide con-
tactmatrix. The submatrix shown
here corresponds to intrachro-
mosomal interactions on chromo-
some 14. (Chromosome 14 is
acrocentric; the short arm is
not shown.) Each pixel represents all interactions between a 1-Mb locus and another 1-Mb locus; intensity corresponds to the total number of reads (0 to 50). Tick
marks appear every 10 Mb. (C and D) We compared the original experiment with results from a biological repeat using the same restriction enzyme [(C), range
from 0 to 50 reads] and with results using a different restriction enzyme [(D), NcoI, range from 0 to 100 reads].
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Fig. 2. The presence and orga-
nization of chromosome territo-
ries. (A) Probability of contact
decreases as a function of ge-
nomic distance on chromosome 1,
eventually reaching a plateau at
~90 Mb (blue). The level of in-
terchromosomal contact (black
dashes) differs for different pairs
of chromosomes; loci on chromo-
some 1 are most likely to inter-
act with loci on chromosome 10
(green dashes) and least likely
to interact with loci on chromo-
some 21 (red dashes). Interchro-
mosomal interactions are depleted
relative to intrachromosomal in-
teractions. (B) Observed/expected
number of interchromosomal con-
tacts between all pairs of chromosomes. Red indicates enrichment, and blue indicates depletion (range from 0.5 to 2). Small, gene-rich chromosomes tend to interact
more with one another, suggesting that they cluster together in the nucleus.
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(green dashes) and least likely
to interact with loci on chromo-
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mosomal interactions are depleted
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Figure 1. We Used In Situ Hi-C to Map over 15 Billion Chromatin Contacts across Nine Cell Types in Human and Mouse, Achieving 1 kb
Resolution in Human Lymphoblastoid Cells
(A) During in situ Hi-C, DNA-DNA proximity ligation is performed in intact nuclei.

(B) Contact matrices from chromosome 14: the whole chromosome, at 500 kb resolution (top); 86–96 Mb/50 kb resolution (middle); 94–95 Mb/5 kb resolution

(bottom). Left: GM12878, primary experiment; Right: biological replicate. The 1D regions corresponding to a contact matrix are indicated in the diagrams above

and at left. The intensity of each pixel represents the normalized number of contacts between a pair of loci. Maximum intensity is indicated in the lower left of each

panel.

(C) We compare our map of chromosome 7 in GM12878 (last column) to earlier Hi-C maps: Lieberman-Aiden et al. (2009), Kalhor et al. (2012), and Jin et al. (2013).

(D) Overview of features revealed by our Hi-C maps. Top: the long-range contact pattern of a locus (left) indicates its nuclear neighborhood. We detect at least six

subcompartments, each bearing a distinctive pattern of epigenetic features. Middle: squares of enhanced contact frequency along the diagonal (left) indicate the

presence of small domains of condensed chromatin, whose median length is 185 kb (right). Bottom: peaks in the contact map (left) indicate the presence of loops

(right). These loops tend to lie at domain boundaries and bind CTCF in a convergent orientation.

See also Figure S1, Data S1, I–II, and Tables S1 and S2.
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Box 2 | Genome compartments

Inter- and intrachromosomal interaction maps for mammalian genomes28,64,111 have revealed a pattern of interactions that 
can be approximated by two compartments — A and B — that alternate along chromosomes and have a characteristic 
size of ~5 Mb each (as shown by the compartment graph below top heat map in the figure). A compartments (shown in 
orange) preferentially interact with other A compartments throughout the genome. Similarly, B compartments (shown  
in blue) associate with other B compartments. Compartment signal can be quantified by eigenvector expansion of the 
interaction map64,111,112. The A or B compartment signal is not simply biphasic (representing just two states) but is 
continuous112 and correlates with indicators of transcriptional activity, such as DNA accessibility, gene density, replication 
timing, GC content and several histone marks. These indicators suggest that A compartments are largely euchromatic, 
transcriptionally active regions.

Topologically associating domains (TADs) are distinct from the larger A and B compartments. First, analysis of embryonic 
stem cells, brain tissue and fibroblasts suggests that most, but not all, TADs are tissue-invariant58,59, whereas A and B 
compartments are tissue-specific domains of active and inactive chromatin that are correlated with cell-type-specific gene 
expression patterns64. Second, A and B compartments are large (often several megabases) and form an alternating pattern 
of active and inactive domains along chromosomes. By contrast, TADs are smaller (median size around 400–500 kb; see 
zoomed in section of heat map in the figure) and can be active or inactive, and adjacent TADs are not necessarily of 
opposite chromatin status. Thus, it seems that TADs are hard-wired features of chromosomes, and groups of adjacent TADs 
can organize in A and B compartments (see REF. 50 for a more extensive discussion). 

Shown in the figure are data for human chromosome 14 for IMR90 cells (data taken from REF. 59). In the top panel, Hi-C 
data were binned at 200 kb resolution, corrected using iterative correction and eigenvector decomposition (ICE), and 
the compartment graph was computed as described in REF. 112. The lower panel shows a blow up of a 4 Mb fragment of 
chromosome 14 (specifically, 74.4 Mb to 78.4 Mb) binned at 40 kb.
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Figure 1. We Used In Situ Hi-C to Map over 15 Billion Chromatin Contacts across Nine Cell Types in Human and Mouse, Achieving 1 kb
Resolution in Human Lymphoblastoid Cells
(A) During in situ Hi-C, DNA-DNA proximity ligation is performed in intact nuclei.

(B) Contact matrices from chromosome 14: the whole chromosome, at 500 kb resolution (top); 86–96 Mb/50 kb resolution (middle); 94–95 Mb/5 kb resolution

(bottom). Left: GM12878, primary experiment; Right: biological replicate. The 1D regions corresponding to a contact matrix are indicated in the diagrams above

and at left. The intensity of each pixel represents the normalized number of contacts between a pair of loci. Maximum intensity is indicated in the lower left of each

panel.

(C) We compare our map of chromosome 7 in GM12878 (last column) to earlier Hi-C maps: Lieberman-Aiden et al. (2009), Kalhor et al. (2012), and Jin et al. (2013).

(D) Overview of features revealed by our Hi-C maps. Top: the long-range contact pattern of a locus (left) indicates its nuclear neighborhood. We detect at least six

subcompartments, each bearing a distinctive pattern of epigenetic features. Middle: squares of enhanced contact frequency along the diagonal (left) indicate the

presence of small domains of condensed chromatin, whose median length is 185 kb (right). Bottom: peaks in the contact map (left) indicate the presence of loops

(right). These loops tend to lie at domain boundaries and bind CTCF in a convergent orientation.

See also Figure S1, Data S1, I–II, and Tables S1 and S2.
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(right). These loops tend to lie at domain boundaries and bind CTCF in a convergent orientation.
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SUMMARY

We have determined the three-dimensional (3D)
architecture of the Caulobacter crescentus genome
by combining genome-wide chromatin interaction
detection, live-cell imaging, and computational mod-
eling. Using chromosome conformation capture car-
bon copy (5C), we derive !13 kb resolution 3D
models of the Caulobacter genome. The resulting
models illustrate that the genome is ellipsoidal
with periodically arranged arms. The parS sites,
a pair of short contiguous sequence elements known
to be involved in chromosome segregation, are posi-
tioned at one pole, where they anchor the chromo-
some to the cell and contribute to the formation of
a compact chromatin conformation. Repositioning
these elements resulted in rotations of the chromo-
some that changed the subcellular positions of most
genes. Such rotations did not lead to large-scale
changes in gene expression, indicating that genome
folding does not strongly affect gene regulation.
Collectively, our data suggest that genome folding
is globally dictated by the parS sites and chromo-
some segregation.

INTRODUCTION

The three-dimensional (3D) architecture of the genome both
reflects and regulates its functional state (Dekker, 2008; Than-
bichler and Shapiro, 2006a). For example, chromosome segre-
gation impacts bacterial locus subcellular positioning (Jun and
Mulder, 2006; White et al., 2008), and chromatin loops that place
promoters and distant enhancers within close spatial proximity
play important roles in eukaryotic transcriptional regulation

(Tolhuis et al., 2002; Vernimmen et al., 2007). Such examples
suggest that studies of the high-resolution folding of genomes
will yield insight into genome biology. However, until recently
such studies, which require comprehensive assessments of
the spatial positioning of many loci, have represented major
technical challenges.

The recent development of several high-throughput technolo-
gies, including automated fluorescent imaging (Viollier et al.,
2004) and chromosome conformation capture (3C)-based ap-
proaches (Dekker et al., 2002; Dostie et al., 2006; Duan et al.,
2010; Fullwood et al., 2009; Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Simo-
nis et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2006), has begun to enable studies of
genome-wide chromosome folding. Fluorescent microscopy-
based approaches allow the accurate determination of the
subcellular positions of increasing numbers of defined chromo-
somal loci, while high-throughput 3C-based approaches enable
quantification of interloci interaction frequencies that can sub-
sequently be used to infer the average 3D distances between
these loci. Studies utilizing one or both of these approaches
have highlighted the potential of genome-wide studies of chro-
mosome structure and have begun to reveal specific features
of chromosome folding, including the transcription-based com-
partmentalization of the human nucleus (Lieberman-Aiden et al.,
2009; Simonis et al., 2006) and the correlation between a locus’
genomic and subcellular positioning in bacteria (Nielsen et al.,
2006; Teleman et al., 1998; Wang et al., 2006b). However, the
detailed structures of genomes are only beginning to be re-
vealed, and many details, including the identities of the se-
quence elements that define such structures, await further
elucidation.

We sought to determine the high-resolution 3D structure of an
entire genome and to utilize the resulting structure to identify the
sequence elements that define its architecture. Toward this
goal, we studied the synchronizable bacterium, Caulobacter
crescentus (hereafter Caulobacter), whose single circular chro-
mosome is organized such that the origin and terminus of repli-
cation reside near opposite poles of the cell and other loci lie
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We developed a general approach that combines chromosome 
conformation capture carbon copy (5C) with the Integrated 
Modeling Platform (IMP) to generate high-resolution three-
dimensional models of chromatin at the megabase scale. 
We applied this approach to the ENm008 domain on human 
chromosome 16, containing the a-globin locus, which is 
expressed in K562 cells and silenced in lymphoblastoid cells 
(GM12878). The models accurately reproduce the known 
looping interactions between the a-globin genes and their 
distal regulatory elements. Further, we find using our approach 
that the domain folds into a single globular conformation in 
GM12878 cells, whereas two globules are formed in K562 
cells. The central cores of these globules are enriched for 
transcribed genes, whereas nontranscribed chromatin is more 
peripheral. We propose that globule formation represents a 
higher-order folding state related to clustering of transcribed 
genes around shared transcription machineries, as previously 
observed by microscopy.

Currently, efforts are directed at producing high-resolution genome 
annotations in which the positions of functional elements or specific 
chromatin states are mapped onto the linear genome sequence1. 
However, these linear representations do not indicate functional or 
structural relationships between distant elements. For instance, recent 
insights suggest that widely spaced functional elements cooperate to 
regulate gene expression by engaging in long-range chromatin loop-
ing interactions. The three-dimensional (3D) organization of chromo-
somes is thought to facilitate compartmentalization2,3, chromatin 
organization4 and spatial sequestration of genes and their regulatory 
elements5–7, all of which may modulate the output and functional 
state of the genome. A general approach for determining the spatial 
organization of chromatin can aid in the identification of long-range 
relationships between genes and distant regulatory elements as well as 
in the identification of higher-order folding principles of chromatin 
in general.

Chromosome conformation capture (3C)-based assays use formalde-
hyde cross-linking followed by restriction digestion and intramolecular  

ligation to study chromatin looping interactions7–12. 3C-based assays 
have been used to show that specific elements such as promoters, 
enhancers and insulators are involved in the formation of chromatin 
loops5,7,13–16. The frequencies at which loci interact reflect chromatin 
folding7,17, and thus comprehensive chromatin interaction data sets 
can help researchers build spatial models of chromatin.

Previously, chromatin conformation has been modeled using 
 polymer models8,18 and molecular-dynamics simulations19, which 
have proven valuable for understanding general features of chromatin  
fibers, including flexibility and compaction20,21. However, such methods 
only partially leverage the current wealth of experimental data on chro-
matin folding. Recently, experimentally driven approaches, in combi-
nation with computational modeling, have resulted in low-resolution  
models for the topological conformation of the immunoglobulin 
heavy chain22, the HoxA23 loci and the yeast genome24. However, 
those methods were limited by the resolution and completeness of the 
input experimental data22, by insufficient model representation, scor-
ing and optimization23, or by limited analysis of the 3D models24.

To overcome such limitations, we developed a new approach that 
couples high-throughput 5C experiments9 with the IMP25. We applied 
this approach to determine the higher-order spatial organization of 
a 500-kilobase (kb) gene-dense domain located near the left telo-
mere of human chromosome 16 (Fig. 1a). Embedded in this cluster 
of ubiquitously expressed housekeeping genes is the tissue-specific  

-globin locus that is expressed only in erythroid cells. This 500-kb 
domain corresponds to the ENm008 region extensively studied by the 
ENCODE pilot project (Fig. 1b)1.

The -globin locus has been used widely as a model to study the 
mechanism of long-range and tissue-specific gene regulation15,26–30. 
The -globin genes are upregulated by a set of functional elements 
characterized by the presence of DNase I–hypersensitive sites (HSs) 
located 33 to 48 kb upstream of the  gene. One of these elements, HS40, 
is considered to be of particular importance31,32. This element can act 
as an enhancer in reporter constructs and its deletion greatly affects 
activation of the -globin genes33. HS40 is bound by several erythroid  
transcription factors including GATA factors and NF-E2 (ref. 34). 
Notably, previous 3C studies have demonstrated direct long-range  
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Expression, Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Pharmacology, University of Massachusetts Medical School, Worcester, Massachusetts, USA. 3Department of 
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The three-dimensional folding of the -globin gene 
domain reveals formation of chromatin globules
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Distinct structural transitions
of chromatin topological domains
correlate with coordinated
hormone-induced gene regulation

François Le Dily,1,2,3 Davide Ba!u,1,3 Andy Pohl,1,2 Guillermo P. Vicent,1,2 François Serra,1,3
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The human genome is segmented into topologically associating domains (TADs), but the role of this conserved
organization during transient changes in gene expression is not known. Here we describe the distribution of
progestin-induced chromatin modifications and changes in transcriptional activity over TADs in T47D breast
cancer cells. Using ChIP-seq (chromatin immunoprecipitation combined with high-throughput sequencing), Hi-C
(chromosome capture followed by high-throughput sequencing), and three-dimensional (3D) modeling techniques,
we found that the borders of the ~2000 TADs in these cells are largely maintained after hormone treatment and
that up to 20% of the TADs could be considered as discrete regulatory units where the majority of the genes are
either transcriptionally activated or repressed in a coordinated fashion. The epigenetic signatures of the TADs are
homogeneously modified by hormones in correlation with the transcriptional changes. Hormone-induced changes
in gene activity and chromatin remodeling are accompanied by differential structural changes for activated and
repressed TADs, as reflected by specific and opposite changes in the strength of intra-TAD interactions within
responsive TADs. Indeed, 3D modeling of the Hi-C data suggested that the structure of TADs was modified upon
treatment. The differential responses of TADs to progestins and estrogens suggest that TADs could function as
‘‘regulons’’ to enable spatially proximal genes to be coordinately transcribed in response to hormones.

[Keywords: three-dimensional structure of the genome; gene expression; Hi-C; TADs; transcriptional regulation;
epigenetic landscape; progesterone receptor]

Supplemental material is available for this article.
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The three-dimensional (3D) organization of the genome
within the cell nucleus is nonrandom and might contrib-
ute to cell-specific gene expression. High-throughput
chromosome conformation capture (3C)-derived (Dekker
et al. 2002) methods have revealed that chromosome
territories are organized in at least two chromatin com-
partments—one open and one closed—that tend to be
spatially segregated depending on their transcriptional
activity (Lieberman-Aiden et al. 2009). At a finer level of
organization, some functionally related genes have been
shown to be brought close in space to be transcribed in
a correlated fashion during cell differentiation. These

genes, which can be located on different chromosomes,
are organized in spatial clusters and preferentially tran-
scribed in the same ‘‘factories’’ (Osborne et al. 2004, 2007;
Cavalli 2007). Whether such mechanisms participate in
transient modifications of the transcription rate in differ-
entiated cells responding to external cues is still unclear
(Fullwood et al. 2009; Kocanova et al. 2010; Hakim et al.
2011). Transient regulation of gene expression at the tran-
scription level depends on the establishment of regulatory
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Visualizing 3D Genomes

Diversity of representations
NO LINK to 1D and 2D data blue; note that the blue line is less smooth since LCR-Gg

interactions only occur during a subset of all time steps
represented by the red and black curves). Extending this
analysis to Ag and b indicates that all globin genes, but
particularly g-globin genes, tend to be located more per-
ipherally to the globule regardless of LCR contact
(Figure 4C). In contrast, in 293T cells, where the globule
is less compact, no preferential location is observed for
any of the locus sites of interest (Figure 4D). These
findings suggest that, in addition to favoring contacts
with the LCR, the CTCF-driven globule in K562
cells tends to displace the genes to be activated, i.e. the
g-globin genes here, away from the surrounding
chromatin.

Dominant CTCF interactions and stiff chromatin prevent
contacts between the LCR and globin genes in 293T cells

The interaction potentials observed in 293T cells can be
divided into two categories based on strength (Sup-
plementary Table S1). The strongest potentials are
between C-08 and C-20 and between C-20 and C-21.

A polymer model where these interactions alone are
present leads to a reduction of the tendency for globin
genes to be spatially close to the LCR when the chromatin
fiber is stiff (Supplementary Figure S5). To investigate the
influence of these interactions, in particular whether the
strongest interactions found in 293T cells are sufficient to
decrease LCR–gene interactions compared to K562 cells,
we used two additional models: one where only the two
strongly interacting sites are present (ignoring all other
interactions measured by 3C in 293T cells) and another
using chromatin with no interacting sites. Since the inter-
action events we defined earlier (40 nm between chromatin
fiber centers) do not always occur in 293T cells as they do
in K562 cells, we used the minimal distance obtained in
100 simulations as an alternative metric to represent
LCR–target proximities.
The model with no interacting sites serves as a baseline

(red lines, Figure 5). One might hypothesize that
introducing any interacting sites in this locus would
bring the LCR closer to targets on average. However,
interestingly, the model with just two pairs of strongly

Figure 4. Chromatin conformations favoring contacts between the b-globin genes and LCR in K562 cells. (A) Typical conformation of the 1Mbp
regions around the b-globin locus during a contact between LCR (green+star) and Gg (green). Blue sites: CTCF sites that form a connected network
of interaction (Supplementary Figure S1). Darkest blue sites: CTCF sites that surround the b-globin locus. Red sites: the isolated interaction between
C-08 and C-10. The conformation can be divided into a loop (stabilized by the red sites) and a compact globule (dashed orange ellipse) encompassing
the region from C-03 to C-10. (B) Spatial location of the contact: using 1000 equilibrium simulations of the same best-fit polymer as in A, we report
(i) the radial mass distribution of the compact globule, i.e. the average probability density for the location of the C-03 to C-10 region with respect to
the globule center of mass; (ii) the radial distribution of Gg and LCR during contacts and (iii) the radial distribution of the LCR (no matter the
position of Gg). One can see that the Gg/LCR contacts tend to occur away from the globule center. (C) Spatial location of the globin genes in K562
(obtained from 100 simulations of the best-fit polymer). Genes tend to be located away from the center regardless of LCR contact. Large distances
are particularly enhanced in the case of the g genes. (D) Same as in C but for 293T cells. No particular location can be observed for any of the genes.
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Figure 3. Spatial organization of genomic and epigenetic features. We used the 3D chromosomal structure BACH predicted for chromosome
2 in the HindIII sample as an illustrative example. In Figure 3A,Figure 3L, each sphere represent a topological domain. The volume of each sphere is
proportional to the genomic size of the corresponding topological domain. In Figure 3A, the red, white and blue colors represent topological
domains belonging to compartment A, straddle region and compartment B, respectively. Topological domains with the same compartment label
tend to locate on the same side of the structure. In Figure 3B,Figure 3L, the red, white and blue colors represent topological domains with high
value of features, median value of features and low value of features, respectively. The color scheme is proportional to the magnitude of the
continuous measurement of genetic and epigenetic features. We also report the odds ratio (OR) of the two by two contingency table and the p-value
of Fisher’s exact test. (A) Spatial organization of compartment label. OR = 39.20, p-value = 4.4e-16. (B) Spatial organization of gene density. OR = 13.21,
p-value = 2.2e-8. (C) Spatial organization of gene expression. OR = 4.00, p-value = 0.0012. (D) Spatial organization of chromatin accessibility.
OR = 26.88, p-value = 5.9e-12. (E) Spatial organization of genome-nuclear lamina interaction. OR = 40.00, p-value = 4.9e-13. (F) Spatial organization of
DNA replication time. OR = 32.00, p-value = 1.1e-10. (G) Spatial organization of H3K36me3. OR = 10.91, p-value = 1.0e-7. (H) Spatial organization of
H3K27me3. OR = 2.17, p-value = 0.0706. (I) Spatial organization of H3K4me3. OR = 24.43, p-value = 2.1e-11. (J) Spatial organization of H3K9me3.
OR = 15.71, p-value = 6.7e-8. (K) Spatial organization of H4K20me3. OR = 45.10, p-value = 1.0e-13. (L) Spatial organization of RNA polymerase II.
OR = 5.47, p-value = 0.0001.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002893.g003

Spatial Organizations of Chromosomes

PLOS Computational Biology | www.ploscompbiol.org 9 January 2013 | Volume 9 | Issue 1 | e1002893

Hu (2013) PLoS Computational Biology
Kalhor (2011) Nature Biotechnology
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TCC frequency (Supplementary Methods). 
If a contact is not enforced, no assumptions 
are made about the relative positions of the corresponding spheres. 
Therefore, in contrast to other approaches12,30, our method does not 
correlate contact frequencies with average distances; it relies purely 
on the TCC data by incorporating only the presence or absence of 
chromatin contacts.

In a diploid cell, most loci are present in two copies. Because the 
TCC data do not distinguish between these copies, the optimal assign-
ment of each sphere to a specific contact is determined as a part of our 
optimization process31 using the integrative modeling platform28,29.

Finally, starting from random positions, we simultaneously opti-
mized the positions of all the spheres in a population of 10,000 genome 
structures to a score of zero, indicating that no restraint violations 
remained (Supplementary Methods).

To test how consistent this structure population is with the experi-
ment, we calculated the block contact frequency map from the popu-
lation of structures and compared it with the original data. The two 
were strongly correlated with an average Pearson’s correlation of 0.94, 
confirming the excellent agreement between contact frequencies in 
the structure population and experiment (Supplementary Fig. 7b–d). 
Furthermore, three independently calculated populations showed that 
our structure population was highly reproducible (Pearson’s r > 0.999), 
which also indicates that, at this resolution, the size of the model 
population was sufficiently large (Supplementary Methods).

Structural features of the genome population
Because chromatin contacts in the TCC data are observed over a 
wide range of frequencies, the resulting population shows a fairly 
large degree of structural variation (Supplementary Fig. 8a,b).  
For instance, on average only 21% of contacts are shared between 
any two structures in the population (Supplementary Fig. 8c). 

Despite this large heterogeneity, the structure population reveals 
a distinct and nonrandom chromosome organization. Specifically, 
the population clearly identifies the preferred radial positions of  
chromosomes (Fig. 6a,b and Supplementary Fig. 9b). These posi-
tions strongly agree with independent FISH studies in lymphoblasts4,5. 
The Pearson’s correlation between the FISH- and population-based 
average positions was 0.71 (P < 10−3) for the 22 chromosomes 
whose radial positions were previously determined4. Instead, radial 
positions in a control population generated without TCC data did 
not agree with the FISH data (Pearson’s r = –0.2, Supplementary  
Fig. 9a), indicating that TCC data are sufficient for generating the 
correct radial distributions seen in the imaging experiments4. In 
general, the radial chromosome positions tend to increase with their 
size, with some noticeable exceptions (Fig. 6b). One of these cases is 
the radial positions of chromosomes 18 and 19 which, despite their 
similar size, we observed at different positions5. Chromosome 19 
is located closer to the center of the nucleus, whereas chromosome 
18 is preferentially located closer to the nuclear envelope (Fig. 6a). 
Furthermore, the homologous copies of chromosome 18 are often 
distant from each other whereas those of chromosome 19 are often 
closely associated (Fig. 6a and Supplementary Fig. 9b), in agreement 
with independent experimental evidence5.

Structure-based analysis of territory colocalizations
When chromosome territories are clustered based on their average 
distances, two main groups can be identified (Fig. 6c). The first 
group (chromosomes 1, 11, 14–17 and 19–22) tends to occupy  
the central region of the nucleus as is evident from their population-
based joint localization probabilities (Fig. 6d). These chromosomes 
also tend to have relatively high gene densities32. The second group 
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Figure 6 Population-based analysis of 
chromosome territory localizations in the nucleus. 
(a) The distribution of the radial positions for 
chromosomes 18 (red dashed line) and 19 (blue 
solid line), calculated from the genome structure 
population. Radial positions are calculated for 
the center of mass of each chromosome and are 
given as a fraction of the nuclear radius. (b) The 
average radial position of all chromosomes plotted 
against their size. Error bars, s.d. (c) Clustering of 
chromosomes with respect to the average distance 
between the center of mass of each chromosome 
pair in the genome structure population. The 
clustering dendrogram, which identifies two 
dominant clusters is shown on top. The matrix of 
average distances between pairs of chromosomes 
is shown at the bottom. The intensity of blue 
color increases with decreasing distance. (d) (Left 
panels) The density contour plot of the combined 
localization probability for all the chromosomes in 
cluster 1 (top panel) and cluster 2 (bottom panel) 
calculated from all the structures in the genome 
structure population. The rainbow color-coding 
on the central nuclear plane ranges from blue 
(minimum value) to red (maximum value).  
(Right panels) A representative genome 
structure from the genome structure population. 
Chromosome territories are shown for all the 
chromosomes in cluster 1 (top) and all the 
chromosomes in clusters 2 (bottom). The 
localization probabilities are calculated following 
a previously described procedure28.

(e.g., chromosome 4, whose size is 1.5 Mb), the LPD is highest in the
central region of the nucleus again along the central axis.

We then ask what factors are responsible for the chromo-
somes’ preferred locations. For each chromosome, we calculate a new
structure population for a nucleus containing only a single chro-
mosome but otherwise constrained in a manner identical to the
full simulation (i.e., the single chromosome population) (Fig. 2C).
Comparing the two structure populations reveals great differences
for each chromosome location (Fig. 2D). For example, in the full
simulation, large chromosomes reside substantially farther from
the SPB region toward the nucleolus than would be expected based
on chromosome tethering alone. The differences are caused by a vol-
ume exclusion effect: Because of tethering, the chromosomes must
compete for the limited space around the SPB. Smaller chromosomes
are naturally more restricted to regions closer to the SPB, which in turn
tends to exclude parts of larger chromosomes from these regions. For
smaller chromosomes, the opposite effect is observed; in the full
simulation, they exhibit an increased probability density around the
SPB (Supplemental Fig. 1). Importantly, due to the volume exclusion
effect, the preferred location of a chromosome is not defined by
tethering alone but also depends on the total number and lengths of
all other chromosomes in the nucleus.

Genome-wide chromosome contact patterns

Next, we measure how often any two chromosome chains come
into contact with each other over the entire structure population.
Interestingly, most chromosomes show distinct preferences for

interacting with certain others. For instance, chromosome 1 has
a significantly higher chance of interacting with chromosomes 3
and 6 than with any other chromosome. Its interactions with the
large chromosomes 4, 7, and 12 are substantially depleted (Fig. 3A).
Strikingly, almost identical chromosome interaction preferences
are observed in an independent genome-wide chromosome con-
formation capture experiment (Fig. 3A; Supplemental Fig. 2A; Duan
et al. 2010). Pearson’s correlation between the chromosome-pair
contact frequencies in our structure population and those
detected in the experiment is 0.94 (P < 10!15). In the random control,
the contact frequencies do not display any significant chromosome-
pair contact preferences (Pearson’s correlation between experimen-
tal data and the random control is !0.57) (Supplemental Fig. 2B).

Next, we compare contact frequencies for all possible pairings
of the 32 chromosome arms (Fig. 3B,C). It is evident that some
pairs of chromosome arms have a greater propensity to interact
than others. In particular, chromosome arms with <500 kb (chro-
mosomes 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, and 9) are more likely to interact with each
other than longer arms. For instance, the short arm of chromo-
some 1R is almost eight times more likely to interact with the short
arm of chromosome 3L than with the long arm of 4R. Also these
observations are in almost complete agreement with the confor-
mation capture experiments (Pearson’s correlation coefficient of
0.93, P < 10!15) (Fig. 3C,D; Duan et al. 2010).

Finally, when chromatin contacts are analyzed at a resolution
of 32 kb, the contact frequency heat map of the structure pop-
ulation shows highly organized cross-shaped patterns (Fig. 3E).

Figure 1. Population-based analysis of the S. cerevisiae genome organization. To analyze structural features of the genome, we defined an optimization
problem with three main components. (Top panels) A structural representation of chromosomes as flexible chromatin fibers (center), a structural rep-
resentation of the nuclear architecture (left), and the scoring function quantifying the genome structure’s accordance with nuclear landmark constraints
(right). (Middle panels) An optimization and sampling method, which minimizes the scoring function to generate a population of genome structures that
entirely satisfies all landmark constraints. (Bottom panels) The statistical analysis and comparison of structural features from the population of 3D genome
structures with all the experimental data.

Principles of 3D genome organization in yeast

Genome Research 3
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A prominent feature emerges from all four clusters: the arms
are wound sinusoidally through space with roughly 1.5 period
repeats per arm. The partial mirroring between clusters 1 and 2
and clusters 3 and 4 has the effect of causing the arms to be either
intertwined (clusters 3 and 4) or separated (clusters 1 and 2). We
favor the intertwined conformation, as the corresponding model
clusters have lower variability (Figure S2C) and lower IMP objec-
tive function scores (Table S2). However, it is possible that both
conformations exist within a population of swarmer cells.

The parS Region Dictates the Orientation of the Entire
Caulobacter Chromosome
Our models suggest that the parS sites play a direct role in orga-
nizing the swarmer cell chromosome. Such a finding is con-
sistent with recent analyses that have suggested that these
sequence elements are specifically anchored to the Caulobacter
old cell pole through interactions with the ParB and PopZ
proteins (Bowman et al., 2008; Ebersbach et al., 2008; Toro
et al., 2008). Thus, we hypothesized that the orientation of the
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Figure 2. Modeling Reveals the 3D Architecture of the Swarmer Genome
(A) Outline of our modeling methodology. Restriction fragments were modeled as points connected by springs. The distance derived from the contact frequency

between pairs of fragments was used (i) to define the equilibrium length of the spring (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures) that connected these

fragments (ii). The 3D coordinates of all points were randomly initialized (iii), and optimization was performed to derive a structure that minimally violates these

equilibrium lengths (iv, a). This initialization and optimization procedure was repeated thousands of times to generate an ensemble of structures. These structures

were superimposed and grouped based upon their coordinates, yielding clusters of models in which the 3D coordinates of restriction fragments are structurally

very similar (iv, b).

(B) 3D density map representations of the four clusters from a wild-type swarmer modeling run. Each queried fragment is represented by a 3D Gaussian that has

a correlation coefficient >0.8 with the space this fragment occupies across all models within the cluster. The positioning of the maximally polar fragment (located

!7 kb from the parS) elements is indicated in orange.

(C) The centroid model of swarmer clusters 1–4. For more information regarding these clusters, see Figure S2 and Table S2.

Molecular Cell

The 3D Architecture of a Bacterial Genome

256 Molecular Cell 44, 252–264, October 21, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.
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cluster. GM12878 models were locally consistent; only one fragment  
(reverse 21) of these models did not have a consistent local conforma-
tion (that is, not superimposable within 150 nm for more than 75% 
of the models). In K562 cells, as many as 82% of the fragments were 
consistent across the models. This analysis shows that even in the 
more variable K562 models most of the region contains conserved 
local features, and that the diversity is the result of variable position-
ing of only a small minority of fragments (18%).

Models reproduce known long-range interactions
We determined whether the 3D models reflected the known long-
range interactions involving the -globin genes (Fig. 4). We used the 
selected cluster of models to calculate the average distance between 
the restriction fragment containing the -globin genes and other 
restriction fragments in ENm008 in both GM12878 and K562 cells. 
Restriction fragments containing the enhancer (HS40) and -globin 
genes were closely juxtaposed in K562 cells (159.1  13.3 nm). In 
contrast, HS40 was the only fragment that was located farther from 
the -globin genes in the inactive GM12878 cells (228.2  17.3 nm)  
than in K562 cells; all other fragments in GM12878 cells were 
located closer to the -globin genes (Fig. 4c). These observations 
are consistent with previous 3C experiments showing that strong inter-
action between HS40 and the -globin genes is evident only when 
the genes are expressed.

Validation by fluorescence in situ hybridization
We used an independent method, fluorescence in situ hybridization 
(FISH), to validate a particular aspect of our 3D models for the ENm008 
region. For small genomic domains such as the one studied here, deter-
mining the spatial positions of individual restriction fragments within 
the domain by FISH is not straightforward given the resolution of 
light microscopy, which is limited to ~200 nm. However, the models 
of the ENm008 domain predict that the locus is in a more extended 
conformation in K562 cells than in GM12878 cells, which would lead 
to a greater average 2D interphase distance between the ends of the 
500-kb locus. Prior work has demonstrated that this distance is large 
enough to be measured by interphase mapping with FISH41.

We found that in GM12878 these loci were on average 318.8  17.0 nm  
apart, whereas in K562 cells they were 391.9  23.4 nm apart.  
These differences, which are statistically significant (P < 0.011), 
show that in K562 cells the locus is in a more extended conforma-
tion, consistent with the models generated by IMP, in which the 2D 
distances (that is, without considering the orientation of the model) 
were 198.9  0.7 nm and 434.6  1.4 nm for GM12878 and K562 
models, respectively (Fig. 4d,e).

Formation of chromatin globules
A noteworthy feature observed in both cell lines was the formation 
of compact chromatin clusters, which we termed chromatin globules. 
In GM12878 cells, the ENm008 region forms a single chromatin 
 globule, whereas in K562 cells, the locus forms two chromatin globules 
(Fig. 4a,b and Supplementary Videos 1 and 2). This large-scale 
 difference in conformation between the two cell lines is also evidenced 
by the contact-map differences between GM12878 and K562 models 
(Fig. 5a). The heat map shows that most distances in GM12878 are 
smaller than in K562 cells, consistent with the formation of a single 
compact chromatin globule. However, also consistent with the 5C data, 
the -globin genes and the distant regulatory elements are closer in 
space in K562 cells than in GM12878 cells (red areas in Fig. 5a).

To explore whether these globules have some degree of internal 
organization, we determined the locations of genes and putative regu-
latory elements within the chromatin globules. We measured the radial 
positions of active genes, gene promoters, HSs, sites bound by CTCF 
and sites marked with trimethylated histone H3 Lys4 (H3K4me3) by 
calculating the average distance between each corresponding restric-
tion fragment and the geometrical center of the globules. Notably, we 
found that in the IMP models from both cell types, active genes and 
gene promoters are enriched near the center of the globule, whereas 
inactive genes and restriction fragments that do not contain genes are 
more peripheral (Fig. 5b). In contrast, HSs, CTCF-bound sites and 
sites marked by H3K4me3 are not preferentially located in the center, 
but are found throughout the globules.

In GM12878 cells, we visually identified nine loops ranging from 
about 20 to 70 kb long, with an average length of ~50 kb, an average 
distance between anchors of 102.8  5.1 nm and an average path 
length of 547.9  96.9 nm (Fig. 5c). In K562 cells, the locus forms two 
chromatin globules (five loops and two loops, respectively) ranging 
from about 30 to 70 kb, with an average length of ~60 kb, an average 
distance between anchors of 231.2  129.2 nm (190.6  43.5 nm not 
considering loop 6 connecting the two globular domains) and an aver-
age path length of 600.1  90.2 nm. Because our experiments covered 
only the ENm008 region, we were not able to determine whether the 
second chromatin globule observed in K562 cells contained additional 
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Figure 4 3D models of the ENm008 ENCODE region containing the 
-globin locus. (a) 3D structure of the GM12878 models represented 

by the centroid of cluster 1. The 3D model is colored as in its linear 
representation (Fig. 1a). Regulatory elements are represented as spheres 
colored red (HS40), orange (other HSs) and green (CTCF). (b) 3D 
structure of the K562 models represented by the centroid of cluster 2. 
Data are represented as in panel a. (c) Distances between the -globin 
genes (restriction fragments 31 and 32) and other restriction fragments 
in ENm008. The plot shows the distribution and s.d. of the mean of 
distances for GM12878 models in cluster 1 (blue) and K562 models in 
cluster 2 (red). (d) Average distances (and their s.e.m.) between a pair 
of loci located on either end of the ENm008 domain, as determined 
by FISH with two fosmid probes (see Online Methods) and from a 2D 
representation of the IMP-generated models in both cell lines.  
(e) Example images obtained with FISH of GM12878 and K562 cell lines. 
The images show smaller distances between the probes in GM12878 than 
in K562 cell lines.

Baù (2011) Nature Structural & Molecular Biology
Umbarger (2011) Molecular Cell

from the spatial distance measurements directly to the cumula-
tive frequency distributions as predicted by a 3D random walk
(see Experimental Procedures for details). Interestingly, the the-
oretical distance distribution for a 3D random walk approached
the distance distribution observed for the DH cluster (Figure 7;
h4-h5). These data indicate that the probabilities for DH elements
to be in close proximity to the JH elements approach those ob-
served for a random walk. In contrast, for larger genomic sepa-
rations, the theoretical distance distributions did not compare
well with the observed spatial distance distribution, consistent
with the presence of chromatin territories and spatial confine-
ment (Figure 7; h4-h7, h4-h10 and h4-h11). Consequently, we

conclude that it is the Igh topology that mechanistically permits
long-range genomic interactions to occur in pro-B cells with
relatively high frequency.

DISCUSSION

Immunoglobulin Heavy-Chain Locus Topology
How chromosomes are structured in 3D space is largely un-
known and only recently data have emerged that have provided
insight into the organization of the chromatin fiber in eukaryotic
nuclei. Such studies have described the yeast chromatin fiber,
in large part, as a worm-like chain (Bystricky et al., 2004). The

Figure 5. 3D Topology of the Immunoglobulin Heavy-Chain Locus
The 3D topology of the Igh locus in pre-pro-B and pro-B cells was resolved using trilateration. The relative positions of 12 genomic markers spanning the entire

immunoglobulin heavy-chain locus were computed. Two different views are shown for both cell types.

(A) 3D Topology of the Igh locus in pre-pro-B cells.

(B) 3D Topology of the Igh locus in pro-B cells. Grey objects indicate CH regions and the 30 flanking region of the Igh locus. Blue objects indicate proximal VH

regions. Green objects indicate distal VH regions. Red line indicates the linker connecting the proximal VH and JH regions. Linkers are indicated only to show

connectivity.
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Figure 5. Three-dimensional modeling of the silent HoxA cluster identifies CTCF as a likely candidate mediating chromatin loops. (A) Example of a
5C3D output model of the transcriptionally silent HoxA cluster. Green lines represent genomic DNA, and vertices define boundaries between
consecutive restriction fragments. Colored spheres as indicated in the legend below identify the transcription start site of corresponding paralog
group. (B) Three-dimensional local base density scan of the transcriptionally silent HoxA cluster. Local base densities at consecutive 10 bp was
estimated in 100 possible 5C3D outputs models with Microcosm 1.0 (y-axis) and represented graphically along the corresponding genomic region
(ENCODE hg18 Chr7:27079118 to 27236536) (x-axis). The weight of the trace is proportional to the standard deviation with sharper areas indicating
smaller deviations. (C) CTCF binds to multiple discrete sites conserved in various cell lines at the 50-end of the HoxA cluster. Conserved CTCF sites
are highlighted by yellow vertical lines. (D) Conserved CTCF binding sites are clustered three-dimensionally at the 50-end of the HoxA cluster. The
position CTCF binding sites numbered in (C) are illustrated in the example 5C3D output model presented in (A). CTCF binding sites are represented
by colored spheres as indicated in the legend below. (E) CTCF binding sites are significantly close to each other in three-dimensional models.
Distances between pairs of CTCF binding sites were measured with Microcosm 2.0. and expressed as P-values summarized in a heatmap. Numbers at
the top and on the left of heatmap identify CTCF binding sites. Intersecting column and row number identifies the CTCF pair. P-values are
color-coded based on the scale presented on the right. P-values were calculated as described in ‘Materials and Methods’ section.
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Three-dimensional models of the human HoxA cluster during cellular differentiationFigure 8
Three-dimensional models of the human HoxA cluster during cellular differentiation. 5C array datasets from (a) undifferentiated and (b) differentiated 
samples were used to predict models of the HoxA cluster with the 5C3D program. Green lines represent genomic DNA and vertices define boundaries 
between consecutive restriction fragments. Colored spheres represent transcription start sites of HoxA genes as described in the legend. (c) Increased 
local genomic density surrounding 5' HoxA transcription start sites accompanies cellular differentiation. The y-axis indicates local genomic density and HoxA 
paralogue groups are identified on the x-axis. A linear schematic representation of the HoxA cluster is shown at the top, and green shading highlights the 
region of greatest density change. Error bars represent standard deviations.
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chromosomal pairings, except for pairing between the two smallest
arms (1R and 9R) (Supplementary Fig. 16a). However, the preference
for intra-chromosomal arm pairing versus inter-chromosomal arm
pairing decreased with increasing distance from centromeres
(Supplementary Fig. 16 b–d). These observations indicate that yeast
chromosome arms are highly flexible.

Combining our set of 4,097,539 total and 306,312 distinct inter-
actions with known spatial distances that separate sub-nuclear land-
marks12, we derived a three-dimensionalmap of the yeast genome. To

depict intra-chromosomal folding, we incorporated a metric that
converts interaction probabilities into nuclear distances (assigning
130 bp of packed chromatin a length of 1 nm, ref. 30) (Supplemen-
tary Figs 17 and 18 and Supplementary Methods). Using this ruler,
we calculated the spatial distances between all possible pairings of the
16 centromeres (Supplementary Tables 14 and 15) The results are
consistent with previous observations12.

The resulting map resembles a water lily, with 32 chromosome
arms jutting out from a base of clustered centromeres (Fig. 5).
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Figure 4 | Inter-chromosomal interactions. a, Circos diagram showing
interactions between chromosome I and the remaining chromosomes. All 16
yeast chromosomes are aligned circumferentially, and arcs depict distinct
inter-chromosomal interactions. Bold red hatch marks correspond to
centromeres. To aid visualization of centromere clustering, these
representations were created using the overlap set of inter-chromosomal
interactions identified from both HindIII and EcoRI libraries at an FDR
threshold of 1%. Additional heat maps and Circos diagrams are provided in
Supplementary Fig. 9. b, Circos diagram, generated using the inter-
chromosomal interactions identified from the HindIII libraries at an FDR
threshold of 1%, depicting the distinct interactions between a small and a
large chromosome (I and XIV, respectively). Most of the interactions
between these two chromosomes primarily involve the entirety of

chromosome I, and a distinct region of corresponding size on chromosome
XIV. c, Inter-chromosomal interactions between all pairs of the 32 yeast
chromosomal arms (the 10 kb region starting from the midpoint of the
centromere in each arm is excluded). For each chromosome, the shorter arm
is always placed before the longer arm. Note that the arms of small
chromosomes tend to interact with one another. The colour scale
corresponds to the natural log of the ratio of the observed versus expected
number of interactions (see Supplementary Materials). d, Enrichment of
interactions between centromeres, telomeres, early origins of replication,
and chromosomal breakpoints. To measure enrichment of strong
interactions with respect to a given class of genomic loci, we use receiver
operating curve (ROC) analysis.
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Figure 5 | Three-dimensional model of the yeast
genome. Two views representing two different
angles are provided. Chromosomes are coloured
as in Fig. 4a (also indicated in the upper right). All
chromosomes cluster via centromeres at one pole
of the nucleus (the area within the dashed oval),
while chromosome XII extends outward towards
the nucleolus, which is occupied by rDNA repeats
(indicated by the white arrow). After exiting the
nucleolus, the remainder of chromosome XII
interacts with the long arm of chromosome IV.
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The UCSC Genome Database Browser has a variety of
epigenetic information that can be exported directly from
its web-site [1]. This data can be loaded into Genome3D
and displayed on the currently loaded genome model.

Visualizing Integrated Epigenetic and Genomic Data
We now give a few examples of applying biological
information to a model and suggest possible methods of
inferring unique structural relationships at various reso-
lutions. One of the advantages of a multi-scale model is

the ability to integrate data from various sources, and
perhaps gain insight in higher level relationships or
organizations. We choose to concentrate on high-
throughput data sets that are becoming commonplace
in current research: genome wide nucleosome positions,
SNPs, histone methylations and gene expression profiles.
The sample images, which can be visualized in Gen-
ome3D, were export and rendered in PovRay [14].
The impact of nucleosome position on gene regula-

tion is well-known [15]. In addition to nucleosome

Figure 1 The Genome3D application. Four screen captures of Genome3D main windows showing progressive “drill-down” views of the same
model of multi-resolution genomic data. All images were generated using a single instance of Genome3D and are differentiated solely by user-
controlled display settings. A The lowest resolution is the nuclear scale and displays the steps of each giant loop random walk (see MM). B The
30 nm fiber scale of chromosomes corresponding to the giant loops shown in A. C At nucleosome resolution, a limited amount of DNA can be
loaded and displayed. This image shows a segment of 100 K bp with approximate cylindrical NCPs and DNA strands represented as lines. D The
highest resolution is the DNA scale which can resolve individual atoms. A single NCP is displayed here with bp-level annotations used to color
each bp. Additionally, the image shows the atomic protein backbone structure of the NCP histones.

Asbury et al. BMC Bioinformatics 2010, 11:444
http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/11/444
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Availability and Requirements
Project name: Genome3D
Project homepage: http://genomebioinfo.musc.edu/

Genome3D/Index.html
Operating System: Windows-based operation systems

(XP or later)
Programming Language: C++ and Python
Other requirements: OpenGLv2.0 and GLSL v2.0 (may

not be present on some older graphics adapters - see
Additional file 2)
Any restrictions to use by non-academics: None

Additional material

Additional file 1: Supplemental information. Additional details about
human physical genome model construction and the Genome3D
software.

Additional file 2: Genome3D v1.0 README. The README file for
Genome3D software.
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Figure 3 A sample microarray expression data set superimposed on a chromosome model. The figure integrates p53 knock-out
expression data [23] and p53 binding site information within chromosome 19. It demonstrates how array data can be annotated on an existing
physical model, and how large structural effects could be observed. The colored spheres show the magnitude of gene expression change when
p53 is disrupted (green +/red -). Each sphere represents the transcription start site (TSS) of a gene. Cubes are placed at p53 binding sites, and
are colored orange if close (< 10 kbp) to a measured gene expression TSS, yellow otherwise.
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restructuring/modification [16], the rotation and phas-
ing information of DNA sequence may also play a sig-
nificant role in gene regulation [17], particularly within
non-coding regions. Figures 2A, B show a non-coding
nucleosome with multiple SNPs using genome-wide
histone positioning data [18] combined with a SNP
dataset [19]. It highlights one of the advantages of

three dimensional genomic data by clearly showing the
phasing of the SNPs relative to the histone. Observa-
tions of this type and of more complicated structural
relationships may provide insights for further analysis,
and such hidden three-dimensional structure is per-
haps best explored with the human eye using a physi-
cal model.

Figure 2 Two examples of nucleosome epigenomic variation. A Top view of 4 SNP variants rs6055249, rs7508868, rs6140378, and rs2064267
(numbered 1-4 respectively) within a non-coding histone of chromosome 20:7602872-7603018. The histone position was obtained from [18], the
SNPs were taken from a recent study examining variants associated with HDL cholesterol [19]. Such images may reveal structural relationships
between non-coding region SNPs and histone phasing. B Side view of A. C A series of histone trimethylations within ENCODE region ENr111 on
chromosome 13:29668500-29671000 [27]. The histone bp positions are from [18]. Each histone protein is shown as an approximate cylinder
wedge: H2A (yellow), H2B (red), H3 (blue), H4 (green). The CA backbones of the H3 and H4 N-terminal tails are modeled using the crystal
structure of the NCP (PDB 1A0I) [28]. The bright yellow spheres indicate H3K4me3 and H3K9me3, and the orange spheres are H3K27me3,
H3K36me3 and H3K79me3.
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Tool 1. Juicebox  
by Neva C. Durand and Jim Robinson 

Juicebox is a Google map-like 
visualization software package for  
Hi-C data. 



4:00-5:00PM

Tool 2. TADkit  
by Mike Goodstadt and Marc A. Marti-Renom 

TADkit is a web application for viewing and 
exploring spatial conformations of genomes 
in relation to their linear sequence and 
epigenetic state.



3:00-4:00PM

Tool 3. Genome3D  
by W. Jim Zheng and Jijun Tang 

Genome 3D is the first model-view 
framework of eukaryotic genomes 
enabling the integration and visualization 
of genomic and epigenomic data in the 3D 
space.


